MICHAEL JAMES LOVE PRODUCTIONS & TEENIE WEENIE PRODUCTIONS
present

HOLD IT LIKE A BABY

“Hold your anger like a baby,” advises bipolar psychologist Wilbur Waskowicks, and in
this ensemble comedy he sets in motion a denouement of furiously funny
proportions.
PRODUCTION NOTES
After completing their guerilla documentary ”Much Ado About W: Art Wars of Santa
Barbara (premiere SBIFF 2007),” co-writers/directors Tina and Michael Love wrote a
short dark comedy about anger that they could make in their back yard on a budget
of frijoles and tortillas. About nine months later what had started small had morphed
into something… modestly bigger: a low budget feature for an ensemble cast. In
October of 2007 casting calls using free services like LA casting, Explore Talent and
Craigs List, brought in over one hundred actors from Los Angeles and Santa Barbara.
Production began later that same month. Using Craigs List, the Love’s found and
connected with twenty-four-year-old, self-taught cinematographer Justin Creamer
who lives in nearby Ventura and had a Panasonic DVDX100 digital camera known for
its ability to emulate film at 24 frames per second. Craigs List also brought them in
contact with Brooks student Cammy Hicks for second camera. The inspired mishaps,
hilarity and low budget adventures in making the movie kept the couple laughing, in
bed and out, though not so much when the lead actor from Los Angeles dropped out
two days into shooting due to health issues. Miraculously, Craigs List came through
again, this time with Bink Goncharoff, a more than worthy replacement from
Carpinteria. Principal photography took place in November and December, and
editing began in January 2008. More pickups were done and new scenes added as
late as that summer.
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A major collaborator on the film from the very beginning was composer and associate
producer Raphael Atlas. Over the internet from Smith College in North Hampton,
Mass where he is a professor of music, Raphael brought his wit and wonderfully
inventive musical acumen to the equation.
Many people volunteered to help with this venture in different capacities: professional
filmmaker friends loaned equipment and invaluable advice, neighbors took on
cleaning and decorating locations, others donated locations (17 locations were used).
Somehow the help and things needed were always eventually there, even on the worst
day when a major location for the climactic scene was lost and the entire cast and
crew had to caravan ten miles over San Marcos Pass to plan B location, where it
promptly started to rain, but the shoot went on. Cast and crew became a close-knit
team and stuck it out through all the low budget challenges. Thanks to the cooking
skill of Michael’s windsurfing buddy and former prison cook Paul, cast and crew
always ate well! Tina became concerned when the Santa Barbara police officer playing
the role of a bicycle cop turned out to be the same officer she had yelled at when he
ticketed her a couple years back. If he remembered, he never let on and was gracious
and helpful in making the climactic scene authentic. The owner of the Santa Barbara
Boxing Gym, not only offered his location, but pretended to be knocked out in a
sparring match with our actor. The Madonna Inn let the filmmakers shoot in their
infamous “waterfall” men’s restroom free of charge. Nine months after they began,
Cottage Hospital kindly allowed them to film the last scene of the film in the nolonger-in -use birthing center at Goleta Valley. And so production went on, riding a
wave of hard work, camaraderie, and generosity. About a year after shooting began,
notwithstanding juggling kids and day jobs “Hold It like a Baby” was completed.
SYNOPSIS
“Hold your anger like a baby” advises bipolar psychologist Wilbur Waskowicks.
He has just finished his first book, 'Anger Vanquished,' and hired exuberant temp
Francesca to proofread. She has a thing for messy situations: she married her poetry
professor Fernando who was fired as a result. Francesca and Wilbur grow intimate,
and when his book is published, abscond to Lake Tahoe for his book launching. Their
affair is a brief dysfunctional glimpse of heaven that collides with reality when Wilbur
gets the book’s dismal reviews.
Two other couple’s stories intertwine: Joe, a screenwriter with three ex-wives,
four kids assorted between them, and Stacey, newly pregnant and hoping Joe will get
her screenplay to his agent. And then there’s Angie and Angelo: a petite, foulmouthed waitress aspiring to be a vet and an overly-sensitive boxer who has finally
gotten a shot at that title fight in Vegas -- but not without the juice.
Wilbur, finding himself separately offended by both Joe and Angelo, concocts a
plan to anonymously set up a fight between them. In riotous mayhem the fight draws
all our characters into a denouement of furiously funny proportions.
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FILMMAKERS
Writer, Director, Editor….…………………………………… Tina Love
Writer, Director, Producer.…..…….……………………….. Michael Love
Cinematographer………...………………………….…..…….Justin Creamer
Composer/Original score….………………………………...Raphael Atlas
Statement from director Michael Love
It is the little things in life that really piss you off. This little film plays affectionately with the
human affliction of anonymous rage. As the world renown Buddhist teacher Thicht Nhat Hanh
says: "hold your anger like a baby." By playing with the absurdity of anger in this movie we
try to do just that: hold it like a baby.
We made this movie in Santa Barbara, California with a minimalist crew. My wife Tina and I
co-directed wrote and produced and so far we are not divorced. We are very lucky to have
had talented actors and a wonderful composer, Raphael Atlas, who has creating a stunning
score.
"Hold It Like a Baby" was inspired by human misunderstanding -- chronic cause of anger and
violence. The question this movie aspires to ask is: can we laugh about it? We propose and
hope the answer is yes.
-- Michael Love 2008
Statement from director Tina Love
How to show the irrationality of ANGER without getting too serious was the motivation behind
"Hold It Like a Baby". I view “Hold It Like a Baby” as a farce that makes light of this dark side.
Anger is an emotion that can propel individuals to do the dumbest, pettiest, meanest and
most regretful things. Anger can sink a decent person to all time lows if it has its way. And
these days there's no shortage of it. So our anger-management therapist hero gets angry
about anger. He's angry over people being angry? Sounds like a contradiction: but it became
a formula for a farce about anger. And in the end what comes across is that when you fight
fire with fire you become the fuel.
I really enjoyed the process of writing a script with my husband – this was our first joint
writing effort. I recall lying in bed at night tossing about ideas and laughing aloud. The
process of shooting the movie was really a lot of fun as we lucked out with a tiny but very
committed crew and actors who were real troupers. Due to our small team, it was also a lot
of work, because we all had to multitask and take on multiple production roles.
I hope the movie conveys the spirit of fun and love that was present in the making of it! Cast,
crew, filmmakers….we all loved being a part of it!
-- Tina Love 2008
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FILMMAKER BIOS

Michael Love: Writer, Producer, Director

Hold It Like a Baby is Michael’s second feature as a director and collaborator with his
wife Tina with whom he also co-directed the feature documentary "Much Ado About W,”
an official selection of the 2007 Santa Barbara International Film Festival. As
screenwriter Michael’s produced films include “Gaby, A True Story,” about a Mexican
poet with cerebral palsy, starring Liv Ulman, Robert Loggia, and Argentine actress
Norma Aleandro, nominated for an Academy Award for her role as Florencia. The film
also received two Golden Globe Nominations. Michael also wrote the internationally
distributed ABC movie of the week “Not In My Family” about a new mother afflicted with
post-partum depression. Having grown up in Mexico, Michael is fluent in Spanish, and
also wrote the screenplay for the Spanish language feature film “Un Fin de Semana”
depicting deforestation in Mexico. Michael has been hired to write many other
screenplays for Hollywood, including recently “Maverick’s” for Playtone, Icon, and
Universal Studios, based on the true story of big wave surfers Mark Foo, Ken Bradshaw,
and Jeff Clark. From 1993-99, Michael was an instructor and Faculty Board Member at
the American Film Institute, Professional Training Division, where he taught the Rewrite Workshop “The Final
Draft.” Michael was also a lecturer at UCSB in 2004 and 2005. Michael has a BA in music composition from
California Institute of the Arts. Currently he is writing a screenplay for MPower Films about the “Cristeros” war in
1927 Mexico.

Tina Love: Editor, Writer, Director

Hold It Like a Baby is Tina’s first feature comedy and 2nd collaboration with Michael, with
whom she co-directed the documentary Much Ado About W in 2007. Much Ado About W
was an official selection of the 22nd Santa Barbara International Film Festival 2007 and
has been screened on cable television and at art schools, galleries and film series.
“Autumn Leaves” an 18 min. short, which Tina wrote, directed, shot and edited was an
official selection of the 2006, 21st Santa Barbara International Film Festival. Tina has a
B.A. in theater with emphasis in directing and studied acting in New York, LA and Santa
Barbara. In New York she trained for many years in ballet and modern dance, then in
Santa Barbara found her true love in flamenco. From 2002-2004 she attended Brooks
Institute of photography, in Ventura majoring in Motion Picture/Video, where she wrote,
directed, shot and edited many narrative short films and documentaries. Currently in the
works is the documentary Controlled Decay - the Car Garden. She looks forward to the
next inspired project. Tina studies flamenco dance in Santa Barbara; she is a member of the fledging company:
Flamenco en Vivo!

Justin Creamer: Cinematographer
Justin Creamer is an intrepid young cinematographer from Ventura, California
who has worked on corporate training videos, commercials and short films.
“Hold it Like a Baby” is Justin’s first feature as a cinematographer. Currently, he
is also collaborating with Michael and Tina Love on a documentary entitled
“Controlled Decay – The Story of the Car Garden.” He studied digital film
making, editing and broadcasting at Moorpark College. He also studied acting.
A major influence is Stanly Kubrick. He aspires to make his own stylized horror
film. Other interests include playing guitar and the interstices of computers.

Raphael Atlas: Composer
Born on a rainy Mischief Night, Raphael Atlas restrained himself sufficiently
through his first decades to complete degrees in piano and music theory; his
doctoral dissertation explored musical puns. A member of the faculty at Smith
College, he's also taught at Pomona and Amherst. His published work includes
analytical studies of some classical repertories, and also of music and masculinity
in Top Gun. As a pianist, he has been heard on NPR in a number of concerts.
Hold It Like A Baby is the second of his very happy collaborations with filmmakers
Michael and Tina Love, following their documentary, Much Ado About "W."
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CAST
Bink Goncharoff is Dr. Wilbur Waskowicks
Not just yet another pretty face in Santa Barbara, Bink has managed to
squeeze in about 25+ years of acting and comedy/improv experience on
stages from Boston to Minneapolis to San Francisco. “Hold It Like a Baby” is
his first feature film. He's eager for more!

Dana Halverson-Winner is Francesca
After spending a number of years as a university research scientist, Dana, who holds a
PhD in Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, decided to make the natural
career transition … to acting. Assorted film, television and theater credits have
brought Dana to her full-length feature film debut in Hold it Like a Baby. She resides
in Santa Barbara, California with her wonderful husband, Jay Winner, a physician and
author of the book, Take the Stress Out of Your Life (Da Capo Lifelong) and her
amazing seven year-old twins, Sam and Zach.

Sandy Hackett is Fernando.
If laughter is the best medicine, then Sandy Hackett is a Surgeon. At the tender age of 11,
Sandy made his debut on “Rowan & Martin’s Laugh In.” At 15, he performed before 3,000
people at New York’s Westbury Music Fair, and then made his debut on The Tonight Show
with Johnny Carson. Though known primarily as a comedian, Sandy has had several dramatic
roles in the films “Jack of Hearts,” “Lovers & Liars” and “Ex-Cop.” In 1998, he played District
Attorney Martin Siegel in the acclaimed PBS series, “On Common Ground.” He then starred as
private detective Bud Chelzer in the drama “The S.I.N.”. As the millennium ended, the
versatile entertainer appeared, singing and dancing, in a new musical holiday spectacular
“TWAS.” Sandy also starred as the host of “Make Your Own Luck,” a nationally televised
gaming infomercial. In 2005 Sandy added three more films to his resume with roles in “The
Indie-Pendant, Down & Derby” with the late Pat Morita, and “Miss Congeniality II”. He is also
the voice of “Can” in a new animated project for 2007 “Jim & Can.”

Nick Marcotti is Angelo
Nick has recently moved to L.A. after having lived and worked in New York City where he
focused his attention on the theatre. He performed in many Off-Broadway plays while in
New York, when he wasn't busy starving to death. He holds a degree in Acting and
Directing from Keene State College in New Hampshire and since moving to California has
been busy with independent film work, commercials and television. Nick is a complicated
man whose love of New York City conflicts with his loyalty to the Boston Red Sox, he's a
health nut with a serious ice cream addiction, and he's a tough guy with a soft spot for
furry things. And his IQ hovers around 170. Which, if Einstein ever took an IQ test, would
probably rival the great scientist's. Actually, that last part isn't true.
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Jackie Kamm is Angie
Jackie is a recent transplant to CA, after having attended the conservatory at Rutgers
University, and the London Academy of theatre, as well as having starred in many offBroadway productions in NYC. Since her arrival here, she has 2 feature films as well as 3
pilots under her belt, for the likes of HBO labs and Monarchy television.

Marlon Hoffman is Joe
Mr. Hoffman lives with his wife, Valerie, his daughter, Rose, two cats and a dog in Calabasas,
Ca. He is an experienced actor who has performed in numerous films and plays as well as
having trained actors for over twenty years. He ran a successful acting school and has
himself studied with Jeff Corey, Lee Strasberg and Stella Adler in New York and Los Angeles.
He has appeared in major motion pictures and on episodic television. His experience
working with actors in improvisation on film and ensemble pieces is noteworthy.
Represented by Lisa Berman at Berman/Sacks Talent Agency. contact@bermansacks.com,
(323) 600-3641

Natasha Baker is Stacy
The acting bug bit Natasha when she joined a sketch comedy troupe as a university exchange
student in Germany. After performing to hoots and whistles as the harassing housewife in
"Hermann, what are you doing?" and "The Egg" by Loriot, she was sold! Trained classically
through ART HARVARD in Boston, and subsequently at DRAMA STUDIO LONDON in England,
Natasha returned to her comedic roots in Los Angeles. There she landed headfirst into a
tribute sketch show of women pretending to be men pretending to be women, "Monty Pythong." Recent film and television appearances include: a pilot for National Banana (dir. Jerry
Zucker), short film Geraniums (PAH Fest Bay Area 2008) and sci-fi feature, Mere Mortals (Wrath
of Con Festival 2008). Natasha is represented by Stage 9 Talent in Hollywood

Todd McCleskey is Harry
Todd is a mysterious actor living in Santa Barbara, California, and an accomplished
harmonica player.
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LizAnne Keigley is Jill
Born in San Diego, California, LizAnne started performing improv and sketch comedy in
the early 80's and is one of the founding members of the O. C. Crazies, whom she
performed with for 5 years. During her time with the Crazies she not only performed her
one woman show "LizAnne ... Alone at Last" but created the off-shoot troupe "The Hot
Seat Players" whose first show "By the Seat of Our Pants" won critical acclaim and was
listed as one of the Top Ten Shows of the Year by the L.A. Times. Now back after a selfimposed 14 year hiatus, LizAnne is stronger than ever. She was recently seen in the
Glendale Centre Theatre’s "Pillow Talk" where she stole the show as the wise-cracking
housekeeper Alma. She can also be seen in the upcoming feature films "The Prospector",
and "Slammin’ Salmon". On the stage she can be seen this October in the Young Actors
Theatre production of "Annie Warbucks" and The Next Stage production of "Phaedra"
opening January 2009.

Nikole Hollenitsh is Natasha
After a stint as Santa Clause in the fourth grade Christmas show, Nikole has never left
the stage. Playing Natasha has been a great addition to the comedic roles Nikole loves
to showcase the most. Right now she is acting and producing a web based show titled
Rehab that is set to shoot episode 2 in October.

Jason Harrell is John Waskowicks
Jason Harrell began his career as a sports reporter for CNN becoming one of the
youngest to do so for the network. He continued his career as an award winning
journalist for NBC before transitioning into his acting career. Upon moving to Los
Angeles he performed improv comedy at the LA Connection which lead to his casting
in a number of independent horror films. His love for acting pushed him into the
world of magic which allows him to perform daily. Working as a professional magician
he became a member of the Hollywood Magic Castle and was awarded Mentalist of the
Year by the Society of American Magicians. Today he continues working on his craft as
an actor/magician and prides himself on his dedication and work ethic. His passion
comes through in every performance.
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CREDITS
Writer, Director, Producer………………Michael Love
Writer, Director, Producer……………….Tina Love
Composer/Original Score……….………Raphael Atlas
Cinematography………..………..……….Justin Creamer
Editor…………………………………………Tina Love
CAST
Bink Goncharoff...................................Wilbur
Dana Halverson………………………......Francesca
Sandy Hackett....................................Fernando
Marlon Hoffman..................................Joe
Nick Marcotti......................................Angelo
Natasha Baker....................................Stacy
Jackie Kamm.......................................Angie
LizAnne Keigley..................................Jill
Shelly Best..........................................Kim (ex-wife 1)
Rebecca Silberman………..……………...Rachel (ex-wife 2)
Rose Acosta........................................Laura (ex-wife 3)
Todd McCleskey …………….…….........Homeless Harry
Laura Artolachipi................................Yolanda
Nikole Hollenitsch...............................Natasha
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Jason Harrell.........................................John

Scott Dewey..........................................temp agency rep
Tom Petra.............................................Chef Zani
Jeff Cohen...............................................acting coach
Paul Dieckman........................................Vinny
Deborah Cristobal.................................mediator
Doug Dane............................................Charlie
Maurice Janco........................................Dr. Khodadadi
David Kerish..........................................Sensei David
Shawn Hill.............................................bicycle cop 1
Anisa Alamia.............................................bicycle cop 2
Anna Love..............................................Anna
Forrest Best............................................Andrew
Natalie Whiting.......................................Natalie
Peter Whiting..........................................Peter
Jessie Hall...............................................Latina woman
Justin Creamer........................................hooded man
Craig Smith.............................................newscaster
Tom Kennedy………………………………….doctor patient
Kevin Johnson.........................................waiter
Zane St. Andre-Jackson...........................boy with turtles
Josh Schneyer..........................................boxer
Desiree Hill……………………………….…….patient
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Ben Chang………………………………………conference assistant
Michelle Davis & Rick Davis……………………kissing couple
Dancers
Eliane Quintana
Dawn Vellette
Marcio Bolanos
Tina Love
Flamenco Singer/guitarist
Cristobal Osorio
Percussion
Ron Acuna
Palmeras
JoAnn Terry
Laura Michaels
Extras
Les Mahoney
Christine Adcock
Chloe Gray
Christy Norton
Don Burgess
Andy Ryan
Karina Line
Cat Robson
Anthony Gabriel
Pablo Gonzalez
Lili Farinpour
Dion Doyle
Soozee Vanderhook
Alex Jasco
Margaret Heiduk
Chantal Dubois
Lorena Centeno
CREW
Associate Producer
Raphael Atlas
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Casting Director
Rose Acosta
Casting Associate
Ted Mills
Production Manager
Tina Love
Production Coordinator
Sabrina Oertle
Camera Ops
Justin Creamer
Cammy Hicks
T.C. Johnston
Tina Love
Sound Mixer
Miguel Amor
Boom
Niles Davis
Slate
Joey Johnson
Paul Dieckman
Artwork/Design
Julia Ford
Set Decorators
Cristine Adcock
Liz St. Andre
Graphic Design
Randy Jackson
Production Assistants
Ivan Paric
Adam Gonzalez
Studio Teacher
Chloe Gray
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Caterer/Cook
Paul Dieckman
Auto Wrangler/boat wrangler
Paul Dieckman
Animal Wrangler
Tina Love
Colorist
James Brill (Home Planet Post)
Technical/Firearms Advisor
Shawn Hill
Set photographer
Paul Dieckman
THANK YOU
Susan Love, Helen Cooksey, Jose Garcia, Steven Weisberg,
Garth and Jacqueline Craven, Carroll Barrymore, Glynn Beard
Roxanne & Rob Bjorklund (Bjorklund Ranch)
Spencer & Huguette Winston (Spencer's Limousine & Tours)
Jacqueline & Bill Larsen, Joey Souza, Stella Quintana, JP Quintana
Coffee Cat, Stella Mare's, Arnoldi's, La Arcada
Cottage Hospital, Barbara Mathews-Zirolli, Janet O'Neil
Patty Jackson, Paradise Store, Madonna Inn
United Studios of Self Defense, State Street Boxing Club
Ana Galindo, Gio Frank, Benjamin Woolf, Gill Garci, Harold Whiting
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CONTACTS:
Michael Love
805-452-6455
oshca@hughes.net

Tina Love
805-886-5530
tinaQ@hughes.net

www.holditlikeababy.com

